By Sergio Vilar
Anders, could you explain to us which the concept is behind your music?
 The concept behind my music has always been to combine different styles and to balance between primitive instruments and music styles with electronically sounds and pentatonic music. Pentatonic means that the music goes not in major nor minor - it does not make you glad nor sad - just neutral. That is the harmony I am talking about. Concerning the rhythm I am attracted to odd beats as 5/4 and 7/4 etc. I have been playing a lot of Romanian folk music before and this is from where I learned this. It is indeed difficult for western musicians, many times, to play in these beats, but when it works is sounds much more interesting than just playing in 4/4.
So with this concepts of harmony and rhythms I try to produce something that sounds exiting to me. Excitement is an important world as it makes you experience dept in the sound. And in the dept there is context.
Lots of the music I make have been regarded as music for musicians - very difficult to play and to listen to. I don't necessarily have to play music that is difficult to play, but I try not to let the music I do being easy just because people want it to be so. I am quite ruthless in this respect. And if it is too difficult to play for musicians I will let the computer play it. That is a concept - let the computers take over when man cannot play anymore - don't let the limitations of the musicians hand rule the composition. It might sound a bit cryptic but that is my way of expressing it.
Which are your more notorious influences, for those that didn't still listen your work?
 A sensitive question,I try to start from my self and work on my own ideas and I am very cautious to listen to other music in this vein as I am scared to find myself copying ideas from others. Then I would loose my originality. In my childhood, ofcourtse I listens alot to progressive music as Yes, ELP, UK and all of them. Keyboard as Chic Corea, Patrick Moraz, Rick Wakeman, Keith Emerson and Eddie Jobson were of course big influenses and still are Frank Zappa is possibly one of greatest influences.
What does it motivate you and does it inspire to create your music?
 Doing music and multimedia is always a search. When you've found something that sounds interesting you can start to put things together. Then when you are finished you can feel a great relief and euphoria. Sometimes it feels like flying on clouds. I guess that is the motivation. It is a great thing because it is a true satisfaction achieved without drugs or greed.
How do you develop your compossitive work? That you devise takings like base?
 I try to depict some of the images in my head to a musical product. Rest of the work is quite straight forward - to put harmonies and melodies to rhythm. I try to work with drum machines but it is sometimes a bit difficult as in odd beats as 5/4 and 7/4 the mechanical drum sounds very strange in comparison to a real drummer. In this kind of music you have to, sort of , start with the drums as it demands most resources, studiotime -microphones etc. After that I redo the synts, often on MIDI so I can try out different sounds after the recording is done. A different thing with me, is that I put on the bass as the absolute last thing as normally that is the first thing you do... You just have to try a way that suits you best. On “Fields of Inertia”, for example, I had to record Su's voice in UK just to a metronome and a piano. I then flew to Brazil and asked Roberhimbo Silva to put on percussion to the metronome and after that Idid the back grounds. It is kind of back wards but that is the way I always have been working.
Which are the main characteristics of the disks that you have published, how you would describe the personality of each one?  My first production as a composer/musician was “End of Illusion”. That was for me "the art of the impossible". I mean to create a production like that ,without any economical means was at that time a huge project almost like producing a film. But I did it. After the release of the LP I was bitterly unsatisfied, I believe that the whole production was lacking feel and very stiff. I was surprised that there were people who liked it.
My second baby was the recent “Fields of Inertia”. I think I managed to create a piece of music with musical affinity - feel and coherency. I still enjoy listen to it. “End of illusion” I have never listened to after I did it.
What surprise me even more is that people who like “End of Illusion” seems to hate “Fields of Inertia”. Many of my previous fans (and friends) just don't talk to me any more. Sometimes I feel like if I have done something criminal.
Artistically speaking, are you satisfied with what you have achieved along your career how musician?
 Many people have complained of that “Fields of Inertia” was to short. 35 minutes is not what you want to have when you buy a CD, But I just don't agree to that! 30 minutes suits me better. I tried to do more, and fact is that I had materials for more than 60 minutes But I put it in the bin as I felt It was not good enough. 60 minutes just goes over my capacity! I felt that when I was finished with the production. the 35 minutes I had was just enough for this piece of art.I don't think that any one who dislikes likes it would agree on that.
What plans do you have for this year? Do you already have the date of edition of the next disk?
 It will certainly be a continuation of my previous work. I am interested in music from other cultures but would still like to have the jazz rock fusion as a base. Maybe I will focus on Indian music more this time. But also some Latin American. I don't travel so much any more. In London you have everything as it is the most multicultural city of the world. The musicians I work with is a secret. So far though...
I have built up a multimedia studio ( all digital). I am working on some real interesting music. The new digital recording technique is a real boost for this kind of music.I am also working on a multimedia project dealing about Richard III, an English king in the 1500 century. I am making music about different phases in his life, right now I am making a music about a dream he had the night before he died at the battlefield – “Richards dream”. Almost a psychotic project...
Anders, what are you listening today in day? You do usually listen to new artists?
 I try to catch up with what's new. The digital revolution has changed the scene and it is more difficult to be multimillionaire in music as it was, say 20 years ago. Also it has become cheaper to produce music with implies some quite interesting bands and musicians coming up. I like to go out and browse the music clubs, and when I do I mostly go out to see jazz or fusion events. Sometimes I go over to New York City. I like Gerald Precencer , A Londonbases fusionist with great talent. I saw Chuck Mangione at the Blue Note a while ago and it was just fantastic. I also saw Jean Luc Ponty a while ago and that has triggered me to start listening to his old CD's again. I try to encourage myself to see some real rock but I haven't been out to that. I like to listen at home at Dream Theater and Iron Maiden though.
How musician, which is the goal that you have intended to reach?
 Well. I am quite happy now, I don't have to rely on doing other peoples music. I can sit in my studio and do anything that I want. Of course at times I long for doing project with other artists as a producer and I believe that that will come soon. I would like to develop my own technique but you have to be careful as well. Sitting in your chamber exercising your technique makes you nuts sometimes - at the end of the day, music deals about communication between people. That is important to remember. I don't think I have goals as a musician any more. My goals are in the fields of production.
Thank you for your time Anders. Will you like to add something more?
 Thank you very much. Nice talking to you. I might be seen in Argentina later this year as I am going to attend some polo playing over the fall. Maybe I might do some concerts as well. Bye for now.
 
 
